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Presentation Notes
	I would like to thank the 2018 RADECS Technical & Management Committee and Sponsors for giving me the opportunity to make a presentation for the short course program. I would also like to thank the Texas Instruments High Reliability Product Group for sponsoring the airfare to the venue.	Background: Based on more than 29 years of experience primarily with neutron and alpha-particle induced SEU, MBU in advanced commercial digital technologies, I had seen first-hand the impact of process variations on these radiation effects. In the world of commercial applications, where virtually all SEE are non-destructive and fell into two broad categories; either SEE rates were acceptable “as-is” and were a “don’t care” from an improvement point-of-view OR they were orders-of-magnitude too high and required system intervention (error correction), so that in both cases the typical 20 – 150% differences observed in SEE due to manufacturing variation was basically “in the noise” and not a concern for customers. When I joined the aerospace and defense (Hi-Reliability) product group, I was initially a bit skeptical when it came to the true impact of manufacturing variation on radiation effects for the space environment. I was well aware of many discussions/papers from NASA/JPL/ESA/JAXA/etc. that were concerned about date lot codes, traceability, etc. strongly implying that the experts were worried about manufacturing variation even for qualified processes. I started to see the huge value that single-controlled baseline (SCB), brought to constraining manufacturing variation and, by extension, minimizing the risk of flying outliers. In fact, I have grown to believe that the SCB Lot is one of the single most important features to limit mission risk related to electronics failures in space.	While use of COTS certainly offers the potential for reduced unit cost and mass (plastic packaging), the extensive screening and system over-head (redundancy) add high cost and risk. However, the growing availability of new intermediate-grades that fall between COTS and space-grade that are now being offered by several manufacturers may provide a path that is more economical and safer than COTS (when screening costs, cycle time, and failure probability are considered). In the end it is a complex cost-benefit analysis balancing the cost of buying space-grade parts vs. the time and expense of screening lesser grades (and the risk to cycle-time if a specific part fails after screening) as well as the additional system engineering costs to build-in failure tolerance. In many cases a mix of parts will be used depending on component criticality and the final mission objectives, and intermediate-grades may supplant COTS, at least in commercial missions, where risk and cost need to be balanced.  This talk will focus on manufacturing variation as one of the key concerns for electronics in space applications, how it impacts radiation effects, and finally the value of single controlled baseline as the biggest feature to control the impact of variation on space missions. 
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• Space Environment Challenges 

• “New Space” vs. Traditional Space 

• What’s in a Name?...Semiconductor Grades 

• Quality, Reliability, and the Bathtub Curve 

• Microelectronics Manufacturing Variation 

• Radiation Effects Sensitivity to that Variation 

• Up-screening vs. Higher Grade – PROs and CONs 

• Summary 

 

Short Course Outline 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
	The outline is pretty much self-explanatory, but let’s set expectations. I will not recommend that you use COTS for your mission, nor will I tell you that only space-grade should be used – the difficult choice of what specific mix of grades to use on your next mission is of course yours alone. While properly up-screened some COTS can be used successfully in space missions, BUT the wide manufacturing variation found leads to a fairly high risk that screening may not be adequate to protect. If you are considering flying COTS for purely economic reasons based on the cost of materials without taking into account the cost of up-screening (capital, time, personnel, program impact, etc.) then you are deluding yourself. Up-screening COTS to properly mitigate risk is a very expensive operation – If you are going to use 1000s of parts, then perhaps it will be cheaper to use COTS and do extensive up-screening, but if you are only using a few dozen units (unless success of your mission is non-critical) then using space-grade will generally be a lot cheaper than up-screening AND will entail much lower risk of failure.  	After a quick overview of the challenges of the space environment in terms of what is required of microelectronics to be flown in space, we focus on the rise of the “New Space” movement, driven by the rapidly growing commercial small-sat market and see how this disruptive force is very different from the more conservative space industry historically run by large, well-established government agencies. There is a large divide between COTS/COT+ grades and space-grade-parts. We will see how several manufactures are working to offer “intermediate-grades” in response to the burgeoning small-sat growth – grades that offer a compromise balancing quality, reliability, radiation performance, and price. We then compare and contrast COTS, intermediate and Space-grades at a very high-level looking at the pros and cons of each grade and review of the differences between quality, reliability, and the quality/reliability risks inherent to semiconductor devices and how test screens, burn-in, and other methods can help improve population quality.	We then shift gears and look at the complexity of the semiconductor process flow and how, even under the most stringently controlled conditions, variation creeps into the finished product. After some discussion of the physical deposition and etch processes that introduce variation, we discuss the difference in manufacturing variability between a normal COTS flow and the single controlled baseline (SCB) lot offered by space-grade and several intermediate-grades. We show two real-world examples of how lot-to-lot process variation specifically impacts Total Ionizing Dose (TID) in MOSFETs and single-event latchup (SEL) in a CMOS product in the context of normal manufacturing variation. The data suggests that normal manufacturing variation can, and will, produce units that fail TID / SEL within a COTS population that usually passes these two performance metrics. Finally we compare and contrast the risk/reward of buying space parts or up-screening COTS in terms of money, time, and program impact and look at the success of space missions that have flown a lot of COTS. 
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Space…A Harsh Mistress 
Mechanical  
 Vibration 
 Vacuum/Outgassing 
 Stress cycling (thermally induced) 
 

Chemical 
 Out-gassing (vacuum) - plastics? 
 Metal bond robustness (Cu, Au, vs. Al) 
 TIN whiskers 
 

Large Temperature Ranges (-55° to 125°C) 
 
Magnetic fields, EMC, Charging effects, Zero-G… 
 
High Radiation Environment => TID, DDD, SEE  
 

Quality & Reliability 
 Time-zero Quality & Early Failures 
 Process variation = variation in Rad. sensitivity 

Image from NASA 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
	The use of microelectronics in the space environment poses a large variety of significant risks to mission reliability. The biggest concern is that in most missions, if anything fails, it usually cannot be repaired or replaced; thus, a high premium is placed on the quality and reliability of microelectronics and assemblies. The needs of each space program is carefully evaluated in terms of reliability and quality requirements, radiation tolerance, expected environment, launch schedule, and mission duration. 	Mechanical vibration, especially during take-off and re-entry, can cause mechanical failure if components are not bonded properly to substrates/PCBs/etc. Atmospheric conditions can vary from high pressure to full vacuum depending on the type of spacecraft and where the electronics are located. Vacuum conditions lead to out-gassing of any exposed organic materials and ingress of corrosives in the plastic packaging can cause early failure. Thermal conduction through atmosphere is limited and care must be given to thermal design to ensure that radiative dissipation is sufficient. As a satellite goes from sun to shadow, the temperature will vary by hundreds of degrees repeatedly. Such thermal cycling can build up stresses that rip apart devices due to differences in the thermal expansion of materials.	Chemical issues arise from interactions between various build materials. In space, pure tin, zinc, and cadmium can, and will, spontaneously grow conductive whiskers that can puncture insulation and cause electrical shorts. For space parts the use of lead alloying eliminates the risk of whisker formation. Out-gassing of organics from materials inside the payload can cause corrosion and/or degradation to surrounding materials and components. Metal bond wires inside integrated circuits between dissimilar metal systems (Au wire to Al pads) can form inter-metallics that limit bond lifetime by weakening the interface and conductive properties. 	As spacecraft fly though the plasma around Earth, the ionized gas causes chemical erosion in many materials. Additionally the plasma can induce significant charging that can generate high voltages and arcing. Satellites are most sensitive to charging when flying through the high ion flux found in specific areas in or near the Van Allen belts and other high plasma environments, but charging effects can be mitigated by ensuring that components do not have any floating metal. Robust protection against electrostatic discharge at the component and system level are thus necessary to avoid failure. In addition to plasma effect, natural and artificial magnetic fields can also damage devices. Additionally, the electromagnetic compatibility of devices in the system must be verified to insure that they do not cause interference with each other. The intense and ever-present space radiation environment can induce single-event and dose effects that disrupt and/or destroy microelectronics. We will focus on two specific examples; that of single-event latchup (SEL) in CMOS circuits and total ionizing dose (TID) in MOSFETs in the context of how the quality of the devices defined by innate process/manufacturing variation impact the final radiation performance.
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Commercial-Off-The-Shelf (COTS) Grades 

COTS: An assembly/part designed for commercial applications for which the 
item manufacturer or vendor solely establishes and controls the specifications for 
performance, configuration, and reliability. For example, any catalog assembly or 
part received “as-is” without any additional testing after delivery.   
 

COTS+: A COTS part + additional test data establishing random failure rate 
assumptions, performance consistent with the manufacturers data sheet and 
methods to exclude early failing parts, parts with latent defects, weak parts, or 
counterfeit parts. For example, AEC-certified or compliant automotive parts. 
   Adapted from Reference NASA/TM-2014-218261 

1994 Policy Memo, Dr. William Perry, Secretary of Defense 

“To meet future needs, the Department of Defense must increase access to 
commercial state-of-the-art technology and must facilitate the adoption by its 
suppliers of business processes characteristic of world class suppliers…” 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
	The need to take COTS seriously was ratcheted up a notch when the Secretary of Defense, William Perry, issued a memo in 1994, challenging government agencies to figure out how to incorporate COTS parts with state-of-the-art performance capabilities instead of waiting for the availability of military parts with similar features. His key point was to encourage development of screening and test infrastructure to allow military contractors to leverage the technology advancements offered by advanced consumer products.	“Parts Qualification: Sample-based mechanical, electrical, and environmental tests at the piece parts level intended to verify that materials, design, performance, and long-term reliability of parts on the same production line are consistent with the specification and intended application until a major process change.”	“Parts Screening: A series of tests and inspections at the piece parts level intended to remove nonconforming and/or infant mortal parts (parts with defects that are likely to result in early and/or cluster failures) and thus increase confidence in the reliability of the parts selected for use.”(definitions from the NASA’s “THE NESC 2014 TECHNICAL UPDATE”)	As an example of COTS/COTS+ parts have successfully been used in spacecraft for specific and sometimes mission-critical applications throughout NASA’s history. This has been achieved by careful selection, qualification, and screening. The level of screening required for commercial parts to ensure they will work successfully is highly dependent on the mission, intended application, environment, mission duration, and part technology. The level of screening is quite well characterized in existing NASA parts documents such as EEE-INST-002. NASA flies non-MIL (non-military) grade parts when the required functionality and/or performance is not available in MIL parts. If a MIL part can be used, they are preferred.		Initial qualitative analysis indicates significant differences in reliability, and safety can result between screened MIL parts and unscreened commercial parts. Parts quality, architecture (including the selection of like or diverse backup systems), and mission duration are inseparable variables that must be traded in a mission design. One system architecture could use lower grade parts for short-duration missions (a few minutes to a few days) and possibly exhibit acceptable analytical system reliability. That same architecture may not provide the analytical reliability required for long-duration missions (a few weeks to many months) when using lower grade parts.  
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COTS Radiation-Hardened by “Serendipity” 

Norbert Seifert, “Single Event Effects 
in the FinFET Era”, IEEE-SCV Soft 
Error Workshop, Oct 2015. 
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Internal White Paper (Aug. 2006) 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
	The decreases in feature size accompanying technology scaling (Moore’s Law) have resulted in higher functionality and packing densities at the price of higher power consumption and reduced node signal charge (Qcrit). The economic and competitive pressures that led to aggressive technology scaling in the commercial microelectronics arena have provided some serendipitous improvements in the radiation performance of those same technologies. This is one reason that has enabled properly vetted COTS to have been flown successfully in space radiation environments. 	As technology is scaled down, one benefit is that each bit has a smaller area so the likelihood of a strike decreases. Furthermore, the smaller the bit, the smaller the amount of Qcoll (higher doping and more charge sharing among adjacent bits also helps reduce Qcoll by any single bit). On the negative side, the node capacitance and stored signal charge (Qcrit) is also decreased, making circuits more sensitive to a smaller Qcoll. The effect of voltage scaling was dominant in the 80s and 90s as VDD was dropped from 12V to 7.5V, then to 5.0V, then to 3.3V, and so on. During this era Qcrit dropped significantly at each successive technology node with a commensurate increase in SEU. In the late 90s, as technologies approached the 130nm node, VDD had been scaled to ~ 1V and further voltage scaling after that period was much more limited. With the saturation in VDD scaling (shown on the previous slide), the shrinking node capacitance leveled-off while the shrinking junction sizes guaranteed that Qcoll was much smaller. In both DRAM and SRAM after this point, technology scaling has led to dramatic reductions in bit SEU rates with each successive node. 	With technology scaling the well and channel doping has been increased at each node to combat parasitic leakage effects. Higher doping means that more charge must be accumulated to affect VTH and leakage so TID performance has generally improved, and sensitivity to bulk defects induced by proton/neutron doses has been greatly reduced. Since higher doping means lower well and substrate resistances, SEL is harder to initiate in more advanced technologies. A big disruption in technology scaling that has had a big impact on radiation robustness is the replacement of grown field isolation oxides (LOCal Oxidation of Silicon or LOCOS) with shallow trench isolation (STI).  Because the STI is a bit deep and the profiles are better controlled, STI has enabled a 3-10x improvement in isolation TID. This is also shown on the previous slide.	In the eternal quest for higher speed, gate areas and oxide thickness have become smaller and smaller. The quality and thinness of the gate oxide effectively means that MOSFETs, themselves, have become much less sensitive to TID (at least to 1Mrad). In addition to oxide thinning, VDD scaling to lower operating voltages has helped reduce the electric field in the isolation, further diminishing TID sensitivity. VDD scaling has also reduced the chances of SEL, especially with VDD ~ 1V it is below the holding voltage in many technologies, making sustained SEL impossible. 
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“One Size” does NOT fit all 
“Traditional” SPACE 

QMLV, ceramic, GEO, LEO, etc. 
mission life: decades 

“Failure is NOT an option” 

“New” SPACE 
Predominantly LEO, plastic is OK, 

Lower criticality  
Duration: ~ a few years 

Image from Canadian Space Agency 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
	In the past high system redundancy and the use of space-qualified components wherever possible has been the norm for both manned and unmanned space vehicles. The vehicles tended to be “large as a rhino” (moose would be more pertinent to Canada?) or buffalo as shown in the size chart on the left. Launch was expensive because it was usually a single heavy payload per launch, and due to the fact that these missions often carried a human crew or expensive irreplaceable hardware, with a mantra of  “failure is not an option”. The higher cost of ultra-reliable and high-quality space-grade components was a small fraction of the overall budget and there use in spacecraft guaranteed a high rate of mission success. 	At the start small sats were considered merely a learning platform for educational or small technology/feasibility projects, but there has been much recent small-sat activity over the last few years by commercial and government agencies in this space (pun intended). Small satellites have become big business with the number of small sat launches now outpacing those of the larger “traditional” satellites. The advantages of small-sats are obvious; lower production and launch costs, faster manufacturing cycle times and faster launch times. They can be launched on a larger variety of vehicles, either on larger launch vehicles (along with other payloads) or through dedicated, lower-cost launch solutions. The tremendous miniaturization of microelectronics has enabled huge gains in functionality while offering greatly reduced Size, Weight, and Power (SWaP). Small-sats have smaller budgets than traditional large-sat projects, so the cost of space-grade microelectronics becomes more of an issue – particularly given that most small-sats have shorter mission lifetimes and operate in the more benign Low-Earth Orbit (LEO). For constellations, where hundreds of identical small-sats will be launched, the cost of using space-grade components becomes prohibitive; thus, the system engineer is faced with a dilemma. Clearly there is a temptation to simply build the system based on COTS/COTS+ parts only to reduce the unit component costs. While this approach may be fine for education projects, where “let’s see if it works” is an acceptable philosophy, for commercial or government projects where the expectation of  full-mission success may be a higher priority, some engineering judgment is required. For example if you want to guarantee reliable operation and mitigate early failures, significant screening and observation (electrical test at temp extremes, burn-in, HTOL, etc.) will be needed to help sort out bad units – additionally time-zero radiation performance must be determined, but most COTS/COTS+ providers do not do radiation testing. The bottom line is that using COTS/COTS+ provides options BUT at a high cost of up-screening which can be somewhere between about a hundred thousand dollars to a million dollars for each component! We will show third-party studies that conclude that using COTS components for commercial space missions does NOT make sense if you are using fewer than a 100 units – in other words it will be cheaper to fly dedicated space-grade parts. Unfortunately space-grade parts do not cover the full realm of consumer parts, and, thus, many manufacturers are now focused on providing a wider variety of intermediate-grades that will reduce the up-screening overhead and a price reduction from full space-grade parts…more on this later.
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Small Sats: A big part of “New Space” 

From “CubeSats 101” https://www.nasa.gov/sites/default 
/files/atoms/files/nasa_csli_cubesat_101_508.pdf 

From “Smallsats by the Numbers 2018”, at https://brycetech.com/downloads/Bryce_Smallsats_2018.pdf 

Small sats launch costs are lower = budget for electronics is 
tighter than larger missions - since potential volume is higher, 

these are the primary target for intermediate-grades 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
	A one-U cubesat is shown being assembled (left). As the name implies, the simplest of cubesats is a cube 100mm on a side, everything the satellite needs to operate must be contained within this volume, power, processing, sensing, communication, etc. Single units Us can be coupled together to build slightly larger spacecraft (2U, 3U, 5U, etc.). NASA is hosting Cubesat development in the U.S. via the CubeSat Launch Initiative (CSLI) which provides opportunities for qualified CubeSats to fly as auxiliary payloads on future launches that have excess capacity or as deployments from the International Space Station (ISS). NASA will cover the cost of transporting the CubeSat into orbit. CSLI enables the development public-private partnerships that provide a low-cost platform for NASA science missions, including planetary exploration, Earth. (adapted from NASA Cubesat 101 document)	The plot on the right shows the number of satellites launched annually as a function of their size. Small satellites are shown in bright yellow highlight and include everything from femto- to mini- satellites. Cubesats are included somewhere in the nano-satellite regime. The plot has three main features of interest: First (known to most who have worked in space electronics more than a few years) the number of missions is cyclical with banner years and lean years – this is just the nature of the business and was more true when large missions were the only game in town, since they would take years to complete and followed government funding. Second is that the number of launches of small to heavy (expensive) satellites has remained relatively constant over the last 5 years – in other words the number of large/heavy missions has remained relatively unchanged. Third, the number of launches of small satellites is growing rapidly (although also victim to the cyclical trends mentioned previously – likely gated by the availability of launch opportunities). Indeed, in the last five years, Small-Sat. launches have gone from 40 in 2012 to nearly 350 in 2017. Clearly if this trend continues, the need for intermediate-grades will grow, since as small satellite makers become more experienced and missions become more critical, the need for something of higher quality and reliability than COTS/COTS+ will grow with the market. 	Component manufacturers are focused on addressing the disruptive trend emerging in the small satellite and constellations market that is largely eschewing heavy utilization of traditional space-grade components by providing one or more “intermediate-grades” that straddle the divide between COTS and full space-grade. Many of these new small-sat customers are focused only on LEO missions and relatively short mission life (a few years). Constellation makers are designing in node redundancy so that even the loss of a few satellites does not bring the whole system down. Electronic component manufacturers are addressing this new market with a host of new radiation-tolerant plastic ICs that extend the capabilities of COTS/COTS+ products.
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Grades…What’s in a Name? 
 

COTS 
 

  

COTS+ 
 

? 
• Enhanced Product (EP), Aerospace Qual. (AQEC) ADI 
• Radiation-Tolerant Plastic (ISL71xxxM)  Renesas (Intersil) 
•   Ruggedized Plastic (PR3, PR2, PR1)  Maxim 
• Ruggedized Plastic (RobuST)   ST Micro 
• Enhanced Plastic, Space EP (EP, SEP)  TI 

  

QMLQ 
 QMLV, RHA 

Space-grade 

This list is neither complete nor comprehensive, it merely is included to show that multiple vendors 
offer intermediate-grades – I apologize in advance for anyone that was left out! 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
	One key challenge to space system designers is the nearly bimodal distribution of available semiconductor product grades - on the left side we have a huge universe of commercial products, the COTS/COTS+ grades that are relatively inexpensive, light, with consumer levels of reliability and quality assurance and operating temperature ranges. Some AEC-Q100 parts offer extended temperature range and a bit of additional test coverage. On the other side of this wide “chasm” are the full space-grade QMLV/RHA and mil-grade QMLQ parts that use selected materials, have tons of extra monitor and test data, high quality and a high level of reliability assurance, mil temperature ranges, hermetically-sealed ceramic packaging, and, most importantly, come from single controlled baseline flows from QML certified facilities. QML is the acronym for Qualified Manufacturers List, meaning that the product comes from a flow that is certified and listed by the Defense Supply Center Columbus (DSCC) in accordance with MIL-PRF-38535. QMLV certification is the U.S. military performance-based specification defining the general requirements, quality and reliability assurance requirements for microelectronics. Class V QML certification means that a specific flow passes all applicable requirements for space-grade products. 	Clearly a lot of small-sat. missions may not need (and probably cannot afford) all components in their system to be full space-grade. In some cases even if engineers want to buy a space-grade part, the availability of QMLV/RHA parts maybe an issue. Given the stellar growth of the small-satellite sector and a new emphasis on reduced payload cost and SWaP, there is growing interest in plastic packaged devices and COTS/COTS+ grades. To address this growing need for higher performance and quality grades to be used in small-sat. applications, semiconductor manufacturers are providing “intermediate-grades” to fill the gap in the grade “chasm”.  	Several different vendors offer additional “intermediate” grades between COTS/COTS+ and space-grade (QMLV, RHA QMLV). This is in no way a complete list, but it does show five different vendors offering a number of options that extend beyond the typical features of COTS/COTS+ grades. Most of these vendors offer these intermediate-grades in plastic with extended temperature ranges. Some offer products with single control baseline (single lot) and extended quality and reliability screens.  The bottom line is that this makes available a larger range of products that will be easier to integrate in a space craft system than COTS/COTS+. To be clear, this extra value will come at a price point that is significantly lower than space-grade but higher than consumer electronics. This is to be expected since even constellations of satellites will lead to intermediate-grade purchases of 1000s or maybe tens-of-1000s of units while consumer pricing is driven by volumes in the millions of units. intermediate-grades that include single controlled baseline from a QML fab represent much higher cost for the manufacturers (and much higher quality for the customer) as do any additional tests/quality screens that may be added above the normal COTS processes so pricing will naturally be higher to justify the manufacturing/test/qual. costs.
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R. Baumann, “From COTS to Space - Grade 
Electronics: Improving Reliability for Harsh 
Environments,” 2016 Single Event Effects (SEE) 
Symp. and the Military and Aerospace Programmable 
Logic Devices (MAPLD) Workshop, May 23-26, 2016. 

Quality / Reliability 

Product Grades “Decoder Ring” 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
	The naming in this table are the default TI names, BUT as the last slide explained, many companies are starting to offer intermediate-grades. The chart is organized from left to right starting with COTS grades, intermediate-grades, and finally space-grade. Due to build materials, design, testing, screening, etc. progressing to the right quality and reliability assurances increases, but since all these additional steps are costly, the cost of the grades increases as well. 	The majority of COTS and two of the intermediate-grades are offered in plastic packages. While traditional space programs have relied heavily on hermetically-sealed ceramic packaging, smaller satellites benefit from the lower mass/size of plastic packaging. This adds additional screening concerns, since plastic is not hermetic and out-gassing and moisture absorption must be quantified. One of the most valuable features of intermediate-grades is the Single controlled baseline (SCB) lot that guarantees that all parts purchased are from the same lot and packaged in the same QML facility. This guarantees a minimum amount of variation and thus what you test and what you fly will be as similar as possible reducing the risk of outliers.		COTS are using more copper (Cu) bond wire to replace the expensive gold wire. Products may be converted to Cu -wire at any time without notification. The reliability of Cu-wire has been optimized for commercial environments but it poses some potential threat to space missions, particularly in plastic packages. There are three areas of concern; bond integrity (Cu bond to aluminum requires tighter process controls), sporadic PPM-level corrosion due to plastic mold compound interaction, and bond wire neck breaks during temp cycling leading to a higher fail rate compared to Au-wire. Most intermediate-grades do NOT use Cu-wire.	Tin whiskers are conductive crystalline fibers that grow from surfaces where Tin (especially electroplated) is the final finish. Whisker growth is attributed to stress, surface morphology, thermal mismatch, etc., although no conclusive single cause has been found. Whiskers can grow during operation (bias) or on-the-shelf (unbiased) and to lengths in excess of 10 mm. Short-circuits have been confirmed from tin whiskers bridging closely-spaced circuit elements (NASA). Alloys of tin and lead are generally considered to be acceptable (≥ 3% lead by weight) to avoid the whisker problem. Most intermediate-grades do NOT use any pure tin anywhere in the package or lead-frame.	The rest of the items are burn-in and radiation test and assurance, temp range, at temp testing, extra qualification and process monitoring, and life-test. Test and qualification overhead is one of the most expensive features so adding more test and qualification infrastructure greatly increases the final cost (of course the product quality is greatly enhanced). The intermediate-grades offer some of the test and quality overhead of space-grade product, improving reliability and quality above COTS/COTS+ but at a more reasonable price point. 
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Grades 
Design 
Process 
Materials 
Quality 

Quality, Reliability, and the “Bathtub Curve” 

https://www.samcointl.com/featured-solutions/failure-analysis/ 

 Infant Mortality Hazard Function (decreasing with time) 
 Constant Hazard Function (random) 
 Wear-out Hazard Function (increases with time) 

 Bathtub Curve (sum of three hazard functions) 

 Bathtub Curve for advanced technology 
 

       “Useful lifetime” 

Time 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
	The quality of a product is defined by its conformance to established requirements at the start of use (time-zero) while reliability is the change of that quality over the product lifetime. A reliable part undergoes changes BUT the operation of the part will still be within the data sheet parameters after the part has been operated over its useful lifetime. 	On the left we show different “particles” defects overlaid on an SEM of an integrated circuit. The defects that are bigger than the native feature sizes (metal width, height, transistor gate width, length, etc) are relatively rare in a stable and controlled manufacturing process. These type of big defects cause shorts or opens at time-zero and are, thus, easily screened at the factory. The very smallest defects will usually be too small to cause failures over the product lifetime and are usually not an issue. The main concern are the mid-sized defects, whose size is similar to the scale of device features. These may or may not cause time-zero failures - those that are not detected in the factory are the major concern since these can cause unexpected early or infant mortality failures in the customer applications. 	The failure rate of a population of units as a function of time is shown on the left in a single graph often called the bathtub curve. The curve is actually a composite of three hazard functions: infant mortality (or early failures) with a decreasing failure rate followed by a normal life period (also known as "useful life") with a low, relatively constant failure rate and concluding with a wear-out period that exhibits an increasing failure rate with time. Failures from latent defects not screened-out at time-zero are responsible for the infant mortality failure function. Commercial manufacturers optimize processes to maximize the quality of the devices, minimizing time-zero yield loss from extrinsic mechanisms with the added benefit of minimizing the need for expensive screening of devices. This optimization drives down the early failure hazard function and the constant failure regions. In cases where early failures must be as close to zero as possible (e.g. satellite, safety, medical, etc. applications) the addition of burn-in (B/I) and/or high-temperature op-life (HTOL) utilizing higher voltage and temperature stresses to accelerate the failure rate effectively weeds out devices with latent defects. Generally having the manufacturer do the B/I or HTOL is safer than having a third party do the B/I and/or HTOL since the latter will be less familiar with the internal details of the part so the risk of either under- or over-stressing the devices is higher. For a stable manufacturing flow with a reliable technology, the product will be characterized by an “acceptably low” constant (time-independent) failure rate region that we call the “useful life” of the product. Eventually as devices are operated for long enough, they will degrade or fail when the device reaches wear-out (gate oxide breakdown, electromigration in metal lines, transistor shifts due to CHC and NBTI effects, etc.) where one or more of the reliability mechanisms finally causes a malfunction. The summation of these three hazard functions ends up forming the famous “bathtub curve”. One negative aspect of technology scaling is that the bathtub curve has been shifted up to higher numbers of failures which demonstrates that variability is harder to control (e.g. gets larger) as dimensions are made smaller.  
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Making Manufacturable Integrated Circuits 

A typical modern IC takes several dozen 
masks, each mask includes 10-20 steps => 

Finished product = 100 – 500 steps 

L.J. Chen, “Metal Silicides: An Integral Part of Microelectronics” J. of Materials, Vol. 57, No.9, pp. 24-31 
 

Circuit  
Design 

Design 
Rules 

 

 

Manufacturing 
 

New Process 
Development 

 

Reliability 
Development 

 

Stable, reliable 
High-yield product 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
	A scanning electron micrograph of an etched sample from an integrated circuit is shown on the left. While legacy technologies may still use two or three layers of metal, more advanced technologies now integrate up to 14 layers of metallization! Each process layer typically takes between 10 to 20 different processes to form (resist, photolithography, etching, deposition, cleaning of sacrificial layers, and metrology to confirm conformance). The process must be carefully optimized and controlled such that variation is minimized so that the final product can be manufactured repeatedly in quantity, with high yield and high quality. Ultimately, the entire process takes several hundred unique steps to form a completed part. It is truly a marvel of modern engineering that such complex devices (some with TENS of BILLIONS of transistors) can be mass-produced and actually function with high quality and reliability.		When I started at TI with the DRAM Production team in the late 80s, the Advanced DRAM R&D group had validated a way of folding the pass transistor that sat besides the DRAM trench capacitor INSIDE on the trench sidewall. We were all very excited since this innovation saved ~2x the area allowing a much denser DRAM. After demonstrating that the FET-in-trench concept worked on mini-arrays, the process was transferred to manufacturing and that is where problems become evident. The manufacturing experts worked for over a year trying to make the product yield (at the 4Mbit node) but there simply was insufficient design margin to allow for a viable manufacturing flow. The new DRAM never yielded and was finally scrapped for a more conventional design (which yielded with the first lot of material).	The lesson clearly points to the value of manufacturability being a primary consideration during new process development – a new process/design cannot simply be transferred manufacturing independent of the manufacturing details, layout, and new technology. As illustrated in the flow diagram on the right, the design must be verified against the design rules, which, themselves are developed in close concert with the production and reliability teams. The highest quality is gained when the yield is high. High-yield is good financially, but, more importantly, it implies a process that is stable against variation. A process with more margin ensures that everyday manufacturing variation does not shift key parameters to the point some devices fail performance or reliability metrics. Although not shown explicitly, part of making a product robust against the process variation that cause variance in the performance that can negatively impact the overall yield requires an addition feedback layer of creating a final IC layout that follows process-aware “design-for-manufacturing” rules (DFM). This means that a qualified high-yielding product is based on a stable and well-controlled manufacturing process AND a well-designed layout that minimizes circuit sensitivity to manufacturing variation. 
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U. Hofmann, N. Ünal, R. Zoberbier and K. Motzek, “Numerical resolution 
enhancement in mask-aligner lithography,” 15 March 2013, SPIE Newsroom.  

http://www.dcsc.tudelft.nl/~mverhaegen/n4ci/imwacol.htm 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
	Controlling process variability to achieve repeatable results has always been important for meeting yield and device performance requirements. With every advance in technology and change in design rule, tighter process controls are needed. You probably have heard of six sigma – sigma (s) in this case refers to the standard deviation of a population (assuming the population follows a normal or Gaussian distribution) and is a measure of the variation in a specific parameter collected about the process. In semiconductor manufacturing this parameter is often linked to a so-called critical dimension (CD), which is the measured value of a manufactured structure (length of a transistor gate or the width of a metal line) – CDs directly impact device performance (transistor drive strength, metal resistance). If a defect is defined by specification limits separating good from bad outcomes of a process, then a six-sigma process has a process mean (average) that is six standard deviations from the nearest limit, hopefully providing sufficient margin between the natural variation in the process and the targeted parameter specification limits. Assuming early failures have been removed from the population and they are not in wear-out mode, the failure rate of a six-sigma process will be < 3.4 parts per million (note this is a conservative upper bound based on assuming that the process can drift 1.5 sigma in a centered process with no drift…the fail rate for 6s is actually < 0.002 PPM) over the useful life of the product. 	Any physical process has natural variation both in a single run over the surface of the wafer as well as from run-to-run as multiple wafers are processed. Variation caused by the lithography process has a huge impact, things like mask feature and surface variation, optics (focus/diffraction), stepping non-uniformities are all variables that can cause large CD variation. Equipment manufacturers do their best to keep the wafer process as uniform as possible over the surface, but there will always be some differences in the temperature over the entire surface. In environments where the temperature varies dramatically over a very short duration, this is particularly true. Temperature discontinuities often occur at wafer edges where there will be a non-uniformity in material and possibly geometry. The rate at which most physical and chemical processes operate, whether they be etches, depositions, etc., is dependent exponentially on temperature. Any thermally-activated processes transforms small thermal non-uniformities into physical variations in the features being fabricated. In a similar way, chemical process (wet etches , chemical mechanical polishing, spin-coating, etc.) discontinuities can stem from differences in viscosity, agitation, fluid dynamics, reaction rates vs. gas pressure, and many other variables. In the diagram the chemical discontinuity occurs because in the middle of the wafer the reactant is being consumed uniformly while at the edges excess reactant accumulates, increasing the reaction-rate at the edges (in this case the etch-rate of a wet-etch). Electrical (dry etches, plasma depositions) discontinuities also contribute to process variation. Etch chambers are designed to produce similar plasma conditions on every location on the wafer but this is especially challenging since voltage gradients can occur at the wafer edge due to the change from a biased to a grounded or floating surface. This distorts the plasma sheath at the wafer edge, which changes the trajectory of ions during the etch. 
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Multi-Fab Variability Example 
• Fab-to-Fab 

– Usually worse than Lot-to-Lot 
– Fab equipment set / version 
– Fab layout / cycle time 
– Fab recipe / starting material 
– Fab metrology coverage 
– Fab controls / methods 
– Revisions / shrinks 
– Design sensitivity / component choice 

• Lot-to-Lot 
– Usually worse than wafer-to-wafer 
– Process has a natural variation 
– Processes / Equipment drifts over time 
– Process tweaks to boost yield 

 

Single lot (wafer-to-wafer) 
variation single fab 

Multi-lot variation for 
only two fabs 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
	As expected fab-to-fab variation tends to be bigger than lot-to-lot variation within a fab. It is unlikely that two different fabs will have the exact same equipment set and thus process variation will be different as a result. The age of fabs is often different, so even in cases where identical equipment is used, the hardware and software versions may be different. Frequently part of the control loop is based on metrology; that is, the capability of measuring one or more physical properties of the wafer that has just been processed. The metrology equipment can also be different for different fabs hence the degree of process control will vary from fab to fab. Obviously different fabs will likely have a different layout, which can change the time for various processes to be completed and lead to different hold points. Control loops and recipes will be optimized by each fab independently with yield and throughput being the ultimate metrics. Different fabs often run different mask revisions or even shrinks (requiring completely new masks) leading to greater variation in final product from different fabs. Finally, due to the factors described above, different chip designs may respond differently to the manufacturing environment, in other words, certain components used in a design may be more sensitive than others in terms of the impact of fab variation. This means that one product will likely be more sensitive to manufacturing variability than others based on what components were used.	Generally lot-to-lot variation is smaller than fab-to-fab variation. Lot-to-lot variation is usually bigger than wafer-to-wafer variation since it represents a set of (usually 12, 24 or 25) wafers processed at different times from hours to days and months apart. Thus lots processed before/after equipment recalibration or target/etchant sources are depleted or get replenished exhibit variation due to the changing conditions of the equipment in the fab.  Although it is less of an issue now that most fabs are highly automated, when (e.g. during which shift) a lot was processed, often meant that the lot was handled by specific human operators that might do things slightly differently and, hence, affect the variation. So lot variability could depend on personnel schedules/shifts as well. 	The plot on the right shows VTH (threshold voltage) distribution for PMOS(y) and NMOS (x) transistors. These are measured from MOSFET test structures over several sites for each wafer in the 12 wafer lots. The green data are obtained from a single lot from a single fab (obviously) while the red data are obtained from multiple lots from two wafer fabs. It should be fairly obvious that fab-to-fab variation (red) is much larger than the variation from wafer-to-wafer within a single lot (green). The advantage of using a grade that provides a single control baseline lot is that you are greatly limiting the variation of what the population distribution will look like, thus greatly improving the efficacy of any up-screening in terms of producing reliable and high-quality space-worthy parts.
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COTS/Q100 Sourcing – Maximum Variability 
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COTS/Q100 Flow 

+ 
Optimized for yield      and supply stability 
                  (anonymity) 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
	In commercial IC production flows, to achieve the lowest possible cost for a particular product (by maximizing production yield) and to ensure that a steady and reliable supply of product can be manufactured, planners will typically distribute the fabrication of a COTS/COTS+ product to multiple qualified wafer-facilities, and assembly and test (A/T) facilities. In fact, many global semiconductor manufacturers will use 3 or 4 wafer fabs (possibly including foundries that have been qualified by the vendor) as the diagram on this slide shows. In a similar fashion multiple assembly and test sites are preferred since this lends flexibility to the production flow.  For example, if a tornado were to damage a fab site in the US, the other fabs could take up the production. Optimizing multiple production flows, assembly and A/T site facilities, the resulting production recipe, material set, and final assembly and test flows will often be changed/adjusted locally to optimize each for cost, yield, cycle-time, etc. The end product from any flow, by definition, must meet the data sheet specifications, BUT parameters and properties will be unique for each flow, introducing more variation in the specific quality and performance of product from each flow. In time as well, build lots of the same parts from the same flows will also vary (e.g. due  to die revisions, mold compound change, etc.).	When buying parts from a distributor, it is likely that the population of units that your receive are from different production runs, different fabs, and even different assembly and test sites. Thus the typical COTS/COTS+ population of units has the largest variability of any other grade of semiconductor product. This makes the requirement for up-screening much more critical in order to ensure that units of known quality and performance end up in the spacecraft systems. It implies buying many times the units needed, testing all of the units at multiple temperatures, sacrificing some for SEE and TID studies (a large number in the hopes of capturing the range of variations in radiation performance), and doing burn-in, qualification, and likely HTOL on all units to fly in an effort to screen early failures. Balanced with this huge test task is the cycle time and the fear that units may end up being over-stressed during testing.  	
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3-Line To 8-Line Decoder 

Commercial example: SN74HC138 

Source: Texas instruments 

3 active wafer fabs                            
• TI SFAB in Sherman, Texas            
• Subcontractor “A” in Taiwan                  
• Subcontractor “B” in China 

3 assembly/test sites 
• TI Mexico 
• TI Taiwan 
• Subcontractor “C” in Thailand 

Each Fab/assembly/test site runs a similar but NOT identical baseline: 
 

• Glassivation (protective overcoat) 
• Base silicon wafers (vendor and doping spec) 
• EPI versus non-EPI (doping profile/yield) 
• Diffusion and metal profiles 
• Process equipment 
• Process recipes 
• Process control limits 

 
• Lead-frame source and geometries 
• Mold compound (encapsulant) 
• Mount compound (die attach) 
• Wire bonder type and profile 
• Wire type and other materials 
• Injection mold press type / profile 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
	Here is a “real world” manufacture/assembly/test example of a commercial Texas Instruments SN74HC138 3-to-8 line decoder/demultiplexer. I note again that virtually all commercial products from major semiconductor companies will follow this type of model as it is the only way to offer the lowest cost product at high volume demand levels with little chance of supply disruption. While all products must meet the datasheet, there will clearly be a lot of variation in a commercial multi-fab/multi-assembly-test flow. 	Areas in the process that can be different are silicon substrate source material vendor, whether or not an EPI process is used (note the doping levels in the EPI and substrate will generally be the same, but this has some quality/cost implications since EPI is more expensive BUT also typically gives higher yield due to fewer EPI surface defects). Equipment set and/or versions may be different as is the actual process recipe. Since yield is a fab-specific metric, statistical process control (SPC) limits and metrology tuning will necessarily be fab.-specific. From an assembly site point-of-view, the variation is introduced by the material differences from using different vendors for source materials; wire, lead-frames, mold compounds. Furthermore, the bonding and encapsulation equipment may be of different varieties or models and the process settings “tuned” by the various assembly site engineers.  All these factors will increase the fab-to-fab variation. 	All of these differences in the methods and materials of production can lead to not-so-subtle variation in the final product when you consider that a distributor can provide you units that are from any of these sources (sometimes some combination of these). The key concern being, will the parts purchased and up-screened for the current project match closely with parts obtained for a later project? Sticking with space-grade QMLV or intermediate-grade product that is from a single controlled baseline lot will greatly minimize the inherent variation from piece to piece and hence maximize its working as expected in extreme space environments. 	
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Upscreening a Commercial/Q100 Product 
• Full chip manufacturing and assembly variation 

• Uncontrolled materials, die revisions, mixed lots, mixed fabs 

COTS  or Q100 
Multiple lots, non- traceable 

3 fab, 3 assembly sites 

QUAL, B/I, HTOL 
"upscreening funnel"  

Space 
Worthy?! 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
	While somewhat “marketing-esque”, the small funnel in this slide is my metaphor for the concept of a user trying to “filter” (with various up-screening procedures) a large population of COTS units (the large yellow input arrow) with the typically wide manufacturing variation with the goal of producing a small required number of “space-worthy” devices (the small green output arrow). COTS/COTS+ devices have been successfully up-screened and used in a large number of space applications with successful mission outcomes. So it can be done. My point is that it is a very difficult road that might be better served by instead starting with an intermediate-grade (that at least offers the option of getting units from a single controlled baseline lot to minimize the manufacturing variation that is one of the biggest risks to up-screening programs) or going to full space-grade if the mission is critical.	As we have discussed, the fundamental problem, of course, is that the population of COTS/COT+ units is potentially made up of units from different lots, different fabs, and different A/T sites so that variation is guaranteed to be larger, and there is no identification or traceability since these are consumer parts so the mix of parts is unknown. Additionally, there is no guarantee that future orders will include the same population distribution of quality and radiation sensitivity. Thus it is not the case that up-screening be done once and the device is space-qualified; every time a number of COTS/COTS+ units is needed they will have to be up-screened	When buying catalog consumer parts (COTS) or high-grade automotive parts (COTS+), you are still left with a sizable task of figuring out how to screen them. As stated previously up-screening implies buying many times the number of units actually needed, electrically testing all of those units at multiple temperatures, sacrificing some for SEE and TID studies (a large number in the hopes of capturing the range of variations in radiation performance), and doing burn-in, qualification, and likely HTOL on all units to fly in an effort to screen early failures. Balanced with this huge test task is the cycle time and the fear that units may end up being over-stressed during testing. “There are numerous data indicating that improper handling and testing of the parts can introduce more defects than are screened out.” (NASA: PEM-INST-001). 
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“My Momma says…COTS is 
like a box of chocolates… 
You never know what 
you’re going to get.“ 
 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
	Like the famous scene in the movie “Forrest Gump” (played by Tom Hanks) where he talks to people waiting at a bus stop and proclaims “My momma said that life is like a box of chocolates, you never know what you’re gonna get”…in the same way, the real issue with using COTS, COTS+ is that you really never know what you are going to get! 	The manufacturing variation found in COTS flows is exacerbated by the commercial industry’s need to have second- and third-source fab and assembly sites to keep up with volume demand. So when ordering a “catalog part”, you get a very low price, and likely, a reliable supply for future missions (except for parts that are obsolete) but with a wide variation part-to-part due to ongoing die revisions and other yield enhancement operations on the process, lot-to-lot variation, fab-to-fab variation, and to assembly-site and test-site variation. In intermediate-grades or space-grades with single control baseline (SCB) flow (especially QML), the only variation is die-to-die and wafer-to-wafer (sometimes you will be lucky and get all your units from a single wafer!) – Like the Matriyoshka cartoon shown earlier, the greatest value of a grade with an SCB flow is that it provides product with the most consistency and the highest quality.	Yes, of course, even with the wide variation encountered in the COTS flow the product will be within the datasheet specification (it must be by definition), BUT the real question remains, since we have seen how sensitive radiation performance is to small manufacturing variations, do we have adequate screening procedures in place to ensure that the risk has been adequately mitigated of flying a population of parts that will have some failures?  	The real cost of up-screening a COTS/COTS+ part is that you have to hedge your bets – in other words, you must buy many more parts than needed and create or use third-parties to provide the extensive test coverage necessary to provide comprehensive up-screening. You will also have to design some sort of radiation screening to ensure that the TID/SEL and other mechanisms that may limit the parts lifetime are shown to be acceptable and that process variation within the samples is constrained such that a random unit will have similar performance. There are times when COTS/COTS+ are the only choice available for a specific function; in such cases, up-screening is the only choice. 	When there is a viable space-grade alternative that performs a similar function, it is often the cheapest, safest, and most expedient way to build your system and worth the additional cost when the component count is low.  The difficulty occurs when a large number of parts are needed, the cost of space-grade makes it prohibitive. Up-screening a COTS product may be viable but will add risk. With the availability of “intermediate-grades”, there may be  an optimal solution that offers reduced cost (at suitably higher volume than normal space parts) with a combination of quality and reliability improvements over simply up-screening a COTS product.  
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COTS/Q100 vs. Single Controlled Baseline 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
	In comparison to the previously described COTS/COTS+ flow, the single controlled baseline (SCB) lot flow (shown on the right side) forces a much tighter control over the major sources of manufacturing variation by eliminating them completely. By running material consistently through the same fab and using the same single assembly/test facility, a much more consistent material is guaranteed. Furthermore, since the SCB is fabricated in a QML facility, all material is tracked through the fab/assembly/test and after packaging, so there is unit/lot traceability, which in commercial flows is simply not there.		intermediate-grades made on QMLV flows are inherently far better for space applications than those from COTS or COTS+ flows because QML (Qualified Manufacturers List - a list of manufacturers whose production lines have been certified and qualified by the Defense Supply Center Columbus for the production of devices used in military or space applications) production flows, fab, assembly, and A/T sites have many additional requirements and controls in place to assure that both the quality and the uniformity of material meets the tight specifications required by many military and space programs. 	While all of the QMLV requirements are unlikely to be included in the flow for an intermediate-grade due to price constraints, at least some of the QMLV advantages maybe included. In addition to oversight by an agency plant and operators certification team, QMLV plants have an established baseline process flow with traceability of any changes to the baseline - only one single wafer run in each lot (no SWRs), and wafer lot accept, rework, and bonusing are all strictly controlled. Basically, a system is in place to limit or to eliminate sources of manufacturing variability that might impact radiation or other quality or reliability performances. QMLV assembly processes can include internal visual inspection, destructive die shear and bond-pull monitors as well as non-destructive bond-pull tests to validate that the package process and quality is meeting expectations. QMLV also includes extended burn-In, 100% Particle Impact Noise Detection (PIND - to detect loose particles inside an electronics device cavity) test, various data recording and failure analysis requirements. Though it is unlikely that providers of intermediate-grades would be able to provide full test coverage due to the high cost, the product would still benefits from the control/stability of the QML flow, and variation would be much tighter (e.g. any up-screening would be much more effective in producing space-worthy parts) than in the case of COTS/COTS+.	
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  Value of Single Controlled Baseline (SCB) Flow  
• SCB greatly limits manufacturing variation 

• Controlled manufacturing variation CRUCIAL to control rad effects 

Single Controlled Baseline Lot 
"SCB Lot Funnel" 

QUAL, B/I, HTOL 
"Upscreening Funnel“ 

Less critical 

Constrained 
variation 

Space 
Worthy! 

Single Fab & 
Assembly site 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
	Here is the marketing “funnel diagram” again. Now we show two funnels; a large single control baseline (SCB) lot funnel and the smaller up-screening funnel from the previous example. In the funnel metaphor the size of the funnel denotes its ability to constrain manufacturing variation and/or its ability to remove high risk units from the incoming population being tested. 	In this slide the input (green arrow on left) is from a single fab and A/T site so the manufacturing variation is already significantly more constrained than it was in the case of COTS/COTS+ flow. The input arrow is consequently much smaller. The big SCB lot funnel ensures that final units are all from a single lot so that the only variation remaining is the die-to-die and wafer-to-wafer variation – due to these two constraints a large fraction of the units after this stage are likely have adequately high quality and reliability. In the slide, these units are then filtered by the smaller up-screening funnel to produce a space-worthy population of units on the output. 	Some semiconductor companies may offer intermediate-grades that come from a SCB lot without any additional testing or up-screening. For such intermediate-grades that do not add additional test/qual coverage the user will have to up-screen these units BUT the manufacturing variation of this starting population is so much more controlled than that of a COTS/COTS+ flow, the likelihood of up-screening success is much higher. This type of product would be worth considering (depending on the price, of course) since it greatly increases the efficacy of any up-screening done by the user. Some grades might include additional extra test, burn-in and/or high-temperature op-life as well as some radiation assurances (or at least data) at a higher premium. 	Whether the intermediate-grade is based on a “one-funnel” (SCB flow with no additional qual/test) or “two-funnel” (SCB flow + additional manufacturer qual/test) flow, the resultant product represents a significant improvement over a COTS/COTS+ flow. With proper up-screening (in some cases minimal), these types of products offer many of the key advantages of using space grade, but with a reduced price to make them more attractive in larger volumes. 
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Variation and the “Matryoshka Paradigm” 
COTS Flow 

SCB Lot 
Flow 

Die-to-die 

Wafer-to-wafer 

A/T site-to-
A/T site 

Fab-to-Fab 

Lot-to-Lot 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
	Yes, this title sounds like a “Big Bang Theory” episode …but I think it visually sums up the difference between COTS/COTS+ and an intermediate- or space-grade with single-controlled baseline (SCB) quite effectively. “Matryoshka” (literally means the "little matron”) dolls also known as Russian nesting dolls, is a set of wooden dolls of decreasing size placed one inside another. The first set was made in 1890 by Vasily Zvyozdochkin from a design by Sergey Malyutin (I thought this art form was developed earlier than that…). Apparently the inspiration for the Matryoshka came from Japanese and Chinese nested dolls.	 	Matryoshkas are a metaphor for a recognizable relationship of “object-within-similar-object” similar to the concept of the onion where each layer is successively peeled off revealing a similar onion layer below it. In this case, the Matriyoshka is a simple visual for process complexity with each nesting layer being an additional process adding both complexity to the finished product and increasing sources of manufacturing variation with each layer. 	Clearly if we want to minimize the variation within a population of a specific microelectronic product we need to minimize the number of “layers” associated with its manufacture – in this case SCB flow offers a much more simplified flow (including only die-to-die and wafer-to-wafer variation) and hence a much more constrained variation, making it ideal for space use.  (most of this background came from Wikipedia, so please take with a grain of salt…)
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Real cost of using COTS 
 M. Swartwout, “CubeSats and Mission Success: 2017 Update (with a closer look at the effect of process 

management on outcome),” NASA Electronics Parts and Packaging Program Electronics Technology 
Workshop, June 2017. (to 2016 excluding constellations) 

• High fail rate - only a bit more than a 
quarter have full mission success!!! 

• “Industrialist” (most successful) spend 
time/money up-screening BUT this 
does NOT seem to be enough. 

Semiconductor Manufacturers are 
aware of the potential demand and 
are working on providing 
“intermediate-grades” that provide a 
good balance between price and 
space-grade-like performance… 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
	This cubesat pie-chart is sobering. Results from universities/hobbyists are not included - only commercial ventures (Industrialists). Of the satellites that reached orbit, nearly 20% were dead-on-arrival or suffered from early failures!  Of the cubesats  remaining, 58% had some sort of degradation or failures that limited mission success, with only a bit more than one-quarter fully succeeding (remember these statistics are based on Cubesats made by majors only. The numbers are far more dismal if we include universities/hobbyists missions). While certainly there were many failure modes unrelated to electronics failures, the fact that most of the Cubesats used microelectronics that were largely or fully COTS/COTS+ may be one of the reasons for such high failure rates. A thrid-party (CNES) report on feasibility of COTS for Space gives several good examples of up-screening: M. Pignol, F. Malou, and C. Aicardi, “COTS in Space: Constraints, Limitations and Disruptive Capability”, SERESSA, Nov. 2015. [https://www.inaoep.mx/seressa2015/archivos/Martes_9_00%20Pignol.pdf] “Only the contribution of COTS to system performance can justify their use in space avionics” the authors claim that the only reason to use a COTS part in space is if there is no space-grade part with equivalent performance. “COTS ICs are a disruptive technology, allowing the usage of spacecraft supercomputers” the authors claim that COTS ICs offer performance beyond what is available in mil- and space-grades and in some cases this high perfromance is needed, even if it poses a higher risk. “The 'cost of ownership' of COTS ICs is potentially (far) higher than their space qualified counterparts   =>   usually COTS are more costly!” The author points out with several examples that COTS upscreening is typically more expensive than buying a space-grade part. “except for some rare components used in very large quantities OR in small satellites having a low quality level” the authors claim that if very large quantities are needed (they say ~ 1000) then the cost of up-screening COTS is lower than buying a space grade.  They also say that if the mission in non-critical, flying COTS is acceptable.To sum up, COTS/COTS+ should ONLY be used when it contributes something that is not available in a space-grade part. Up-screening COTS is expensive in terms of time, risk, and test infrastructure that it ONLY makes sense if many hundreds of units are needed OR in cases of “low-quality” satellites where a minimum of up-screening will be done. I concur with these conclusions. 
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TID-induced Isolation leakage MOSFETs 

G. Wirth, "TID effects and Modeling in Integrated Circuits", presentation 
UFRGS, Oct. 2012. 

P. E. Dodd et al., "Current and Future Challenges in Radiation Effects on CMOS 
Electronics", IEEE Trans. Nucl. Sci., 57(4), Aug. 2010, pp. 1747-1763. 

Parasitic n-channel is 
formed linking S-D at 
isolation edge in NMOS!!! 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
	In response to radiation exposure, Total Ionizing Dose (TID) sensitivity can limit the product reliability and functionality. At a high level, the key mechanism driving TID is the generation, transport, and trapping of holes in the insulation used as gate and isolation oxides in MOS and bipolar devices near or at the silicon-oxide interface. At a sufficiently high absorbed dose, threshold voltage shifts and isolation leakage in CMOS circuits will lead to functional failures. In bipolar transistors, oxide charge and interface states in the isolation increase the recombination rate forcing the base current to increase for a given collector current. TID in BJTs thus leads to reductions in the current gain of the device. In advanced processes characterized by ultra-thin gate oxides and highly-doped channels, the oxide volume is minimized, and the charge required to cause significant threshold voltage shift is so large that these processes typically exhibit TID in the Mrad level for individual transistors. 	One of the biggest remaining risks in MOSFET TID sensitivity is the Shallow Trench Isolation (STI) that is typically used to isolate source and drain and neighboring transistors from each other. The edge where the STI meets that gate oxide can be sharp and thinned to a large extent. This thinning is analogous to the bird’s beak defect in older LOCOS-style field oxides and shares the same potential for poor TID performance. The STI has a relatively large volume so that when exposed to ionizing radiation, a significant amount of hole charge is generated (electrons are also generated but are much more mobile than the holes and, thus, are swept out by local fields). The morphology of the STI at the gate edge can greatly increase the local electric field and trap a significant fraction of the radiation-induced positive charge very close to the gate edge and sidewall (cross-section on the left, where silicon is purple and the gate and STI oxide are blue) shows uniform charging, but, depending on the shape at the gate edge, a concentration of hole charge maybe trapped very close to the silicon right in the corner. In any case if sufficient charging occurs close to the p-sub/p-channel surface, it will attract enough electrons to invert the surface. When this occurs, a significant current can flow from source-to-drain. The graphic on the right shows a 3D diagram of where the parasitic leakage occurs at the STI edge, across the channel, connecting source to drain.  The inset shows the inverted silicon’s high electron concentration near the STI-gate oxide edge.		As we will see in the next slide, the shape of the STI-gate oxide edge makes a huge impact to the device’s TID performance.  So natural process variation in oxide thickness, side-wall morphology, and poly gate shape can induce a wide variation in TID performance. Since the manufacturing variables in COTS and COTS+ parts are not constrained the way that parts from a single controlled baseline flow are; so the TID variation will be much larger, potentially requiring a much more aggressive screening to ensure that the COTS/COT+ part will not fail from TID in a space application.  
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TID Variability: All about STI Morphology 
• Morphology / uniformity 

• Gate and Isolation thickness and quality 

• Well, substrate, channel doping 

L.Wang, et al.,“Novel STI scheme and layout design to suppress the kink effect in 
LDMOS transistors,” Semicon. Sci. and Tech., 23(7), 23 May 2008, IOP Publishing. 

STI 

Poly Gate 

Active 

71 nm 

53 nm 
80 nm 

80 nm 

 
LM108 

HDR  
TID (krad) Status 

Lot 1 100 Pass 
Lot 2 30 Pass 
Lot 3 10 Fail 

Lot-to-Lot variation impact on HDR TID 

Source: Texas instruments 
 

TID varies 10x over 3 lots!  

Presenter
Presentation Notes
	In the picture on the left, cross-sections from two different wafers from two different lots show the same transistor structure; a thin gate oxide with the shallow trench isolation (STI) on the right. A large difference between the two samples the in effective dielectric thickness at the STI/gate oxide edge is clearly visible. As discussed previously, this area is crucial to ultimate TID performance because it often has the highest electric field and will capture a lot of the hole charge that is generated during a total dose exposure, and, thus, parasitic inversions layers are most likely to form in the silicon directly beneath the oxide corner. 	In terms of the variables that define the TID sensitivity of a MOSFET, gate and isolation dielectric thickness are obviously key parameters. As gate oxide has been thinned (< 200A) the MOSFETs, themselves, (in isolation) have become radiation-hard, so that those technologies are limited by the TID performance of the STI, usually at the corner where the STI meets the gate oxide. Thickness control on the gate oxide is usually a lot tighter than that of STI as can be seen in these two SEM cross-sections of two different lots from the same material. The gate oxide thickness is well controlled lot-to-lot. This comes as no surprise since gate oxide growth can be controlled within a monolayer (~ +/- 0.4 nm). In contrast the formation of STI involves multiple masking, etching, growth, and deposition steps, each of which adds to the variation in the final thickness and, more importantly, to the  morphology of the layer. As can be seen by comparing the two SEMs in this critical STI-gate edge area, the morphology of the two samples is completely different. In the top image the necking is small (71nm) and the poly gate electrode is relatively flat while in the bottom image the poly gate has a bump that leads to significantly thinner oxide (53nm).  The material form the bottom photo will likely have a much higher sensitivity to TID due to this morphology. 	Morphology of the STI and gate poly uniformity (the flatter the better) are key parameters since small variations in either or both of these can lead to large changed in TID sensitivity. The quality of the oxides, particularly at the SiO2:Si interface is usually not an issue for more advanced technologies, but it has caused problems in the past in terms of  variations in lot-to-lot TID sensitivity. Finally, substrate and well doping variation will of course alter the TID response since a lower doped sample will more easily become inverted in the presence of oxide trapped hole charge, however, in more advanced technologies with higher doping levels, this is generally less important as compared with thickness and morphology.	The table on the right shows the result of high-dose rate (HDR) TID tests from three different lots from the same 30 krad process. The TID performance varied by one order-of-magnitude just from typical lot-to-lot variation. This data clearly exemplifies the reason we want to reduce process variation in populations of units that are to be used in space. It also shows the value of using a grade that provides a single controlled baseline! In a COTS/COTS+ flow, the population of units you receive from a distributor would likely contain more than a single lot of material. 
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Primer: Single-Event Latchup (SEL) 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
	Electrical Latchup or Single-Event Latchup (LU or SEL) can occur if excess current injection caused by a current or voltage spike (LU) at the anode-cathode OR the passage of an energetic ion (SEL) creates enough ionization charge in the n-well and Psub that it triggers the formation of the parasitic cross-coupled PNPN structure in the bulk (formed between the p-substrate and n-well n+ and p+ contacts) as illustrated in the diagram on the left. If formed, the unwanted parasitic bipolar circuit creates a high-conductance path (creating a steady-state current that is orders-of-magnitude higher than the normal operating current) between power and ground that persists (is “latched”) until power is removed or until the device is destroyed by the high-current state. 	The I-V plot on the right shows normal operating current from 0 to 1.2V – at this point a normal IDD is flowing ~ 10 pA in this case (green curve). The proximity of the Psub and n-well structure along with the N+ and P+ taps at GND and VDD, respectively, sets up a situation where the parasitic bipolar transistors action can emerge under the right conditions – if the wells are isolated by additional junctions or by oxide (as in advanced SOI where the STI/DTI contacts the buried oxide) these parasitic components cannot be formed. In SEL the “driving force” is the charge generated by the passage of an ionizing radiation event. If enough charge is introduced under the P+ contact, the parasitic PNP becomes forward-biased into the “ON” state, injecting a significant amount of extra charge. The orange segment in the I-V plot shows the PNP turning “ON” due to anode over-voltage but charge created by an ion will have a similar effect. In this regime charge collection in the n-well and substrate is amplified by the formation of the PNP. If enough current is injected to cause the NPN to also become forward-biased (this occurs if the trigger voltage/current is exceeded), then the PNP and NPN form a PNPN silicon- controlled-rectifier (SCR) which snaps-back to a lower voltage (but still at a high current – shown in the red curve). If the VDD is greater than the holding voltage, then the SEL event will become latched, and the circuit will be held in a high current state until power is removed. For this particular example the holding current is on the order of 10 mA (9 decades high current).		SEL-free devices are sought since engineering a system around a part that exhibits SEL still imposes a significant risk. The IDD must be carefully monitored, and if IDD exceeds a certain threshold, an external controller must shut-off VDD to release the latched-state as soon as possible (given the large currents possible, the chance of creating a walking-wounded due to latent damage, after even a single SEL and reset, makes parts that are SEL-free or with significant SEL-immunity favorable for use in space. 
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Mitigation of SEL by Process 

Substitute standard p substrate with highly-
doped substrate w thin baseline EPI 
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Presentation Notes
	CMOS circuits can be designed to be SEL-free with specific well protection, additional well and substrate ties, and junction or dielectric isolation. That is fine for a new product being developed, but what if we want to mitigate SEL on an existing silicon design WITHOUT touching the layout? One of the most often used method of taking a popular part and making it more robust to SEL by process only is through substrate replacement. Mitigation of SEL can be achieved in cases by reducing the substrate resistance. From the last slide, a high Rsub and Rn-well implies less charge is needed to forward-bias junctions of the parasitic bipolar components and turn them on. Thus, with a high Rsub and Rn-well, a part will be sensitive to SEL induced by low-LET events with a high saturation cross-section. While it is hard to address the n-well resistance (unless we are willing to redesign the chip to add additional well contacts), Rsub resistance can be reduced by simply using a starting substrate that is doped to much higher values (much higher conductivity). Higher doping decreases Rsub and, hence, increases the robustness of the circuit to SEL by making it harder to develop the voltage across the parasitic bipolars. It should be noted that this fix is really optimized for planar CMOS circuits – swapping the substrate with a highly-doped substrate in devices with deep implants or vertical structures will likely render these devices non-functional.	We cannot simply replace the substrate with one that is doped 10-100x higher than baseline and expect things to work; the second part of this mitigation involves the growing of an epitaxial (EPI) layer on the wafer. The purpose of this layer will be to create a silicon surface that has the same doping as baseline material. Thus the EPI is doped at the normal (low) level of the baseline, and the key control variable that is optimized is the EPI thickness – if the EPI is grown too thick, the impact of the highly-doped substrate is blocked from reducing Rsub, and SEL performance will not improve. At the other extreme, if the EPI is made too thin, then p-dopant (usually boron) will up-diffuse and poison the well doping and alter the MOSFET threshold voltages such that the CMOS circuits will function poorly or not at all. In the plot on the right shows a cross-section vs. LET curve of a CMOS technology fabricated with a highly-doped substrate and baseline-doped EPI with three different EPI thicknesses. Note that as the EPI is thinned down, the onset LET increases while the saturation cross-section decreases.  Thus the device with the thinnest EPI layer is the most robust to SEL since it takes a heavy ion of LET ~ 48 MeV-cm2/mg to initiate an SEL. The 8 um EPI with highly-doped substrate  has made the part, perhaps, robust enough for use in LEO. However, the part is not actually SEL-free in that SEL is still observed with a much higher LET event. In general this process-only approach will not usually eliminate SEL but it may improve the robustness enough for the mission.Warning: Just because a vendor states that a particular process uses “EPI” one should never assume any sort of SEL mitigation. Many semiconductor manufacturers use EPI layers of the same doping as the substrate (thus Rsub is not reduced) simply because the EPI produces a smoother surface and higher yield.
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Sources of Variability = Impact to SEL 
• EPI thickness  ±   4% 
• EPI doping  ± 15% 
• Substrate doping  ± 27% 

 

FAILS SEL with a +0.5 um 
EPI thickness variation  

Depending on average value of 
EPI thickness alone, normal EPI 
thickness variation could render 
some lots SEL sensitive! 

Baseline device = high resistivity substrate. SEL lots = highly doped 
substrates with baseline EPI doping, 8 -10 um in thickness. 

Source: Texas instruments 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
	The top center of this slide lists some of the key parameters that can impact the efficacy of an SEL process mitigation. The EPI thickness is the main control parameter along with the EPI and substrate doping variation. The EPI thickness will define the degree of p-type up-diffusion (usually boron) and the reduction in Rsub. The doping variation is actually a lot larger and will also potentially affect the final value of Rsub and, hence, modify the SEL sensitivity from wafer-to-wafer. Small changes in doping near the region where the parasitic transistors can form make a large difference on the SEL sensitivity.  	The table on the left summarizes the results of heavy-ion testing (LET ~ 85 MeV-cm2/mg) of wafers from the baseline process and four process splits that used a highly-doped substrate wafer in combination with a base-line-doped EPI layer of four different thicknesses (8.0, 9.0, 9.5, 10.0 microns). Wafers with EPI < 9.5 um had increasing yield issues (with decreasing EPI thickness) due to boron up-diffusion while wafers with EPI 10 um and above all exhibited SEL at both room (25°C) and high temperature (125°C) – in other words, the highly-doped substrate and up-diffusion were too far away from the active areas to impact the Rsub. “Wafer C” with the 9.5 um EPI is the clear winner, being SEL-free at LET = 85 MeV-cm2/mg, at high temperature whilst maximizing process yield. This type of SEL performance is suitable for both LEO and GEO missions. 	Unfortunately there is an “SEL-cliff” somewhere between 9.5 and 10um. Given the granularity of the tests, all we can say, for sure, is that IF the EPI on some material targeted at 9.5um was accidently grown too thick, SEL would become more likely. Given the +/- 4% EPI thickness variation and a target of 9.5um the variation will typically be within +/- 0.4 um. The situation would be exacerbated when EPI and/or substrate doping varied on the low side since all these factors would increase Rsub and, consequently, tend to increase the likelihood that those parts would be SEL-sensitive.  Due to the limitations of the experiment, we do NOT know at what EPI thickness SEL became possible. That is, we only know that at 9.5um, no SEL was observed, and at 10um SEL was observed. The big question is “Where is the cliff in EPI thickness where SEL occurs?” Is it closer to an EPI thickness of 9.5 or 10 um? 	If the process were optimized for use as a space-grade or an intermediate-grade space product, the vendor would understand the EPI thickness vs. SEL data – and might even be taking a hit on yield by going to a 9.0 um EPI to ensure that there was adequate margin. This type of customization, or tuning, is virtually never an option for products in a COTS/COTS+ grade. Fine-tuning a process costs the vendor development time, resources, and additional controls put in place, as well as the very real risk that the process enhancement will not be sufficient to mitigate SEL to a high enough LET value. Thus, this type of SEL-mitigation process  is likely to only be an option in more costly intermediate-grades or full space-grade components. 
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Pros and Cons of COTS/COT+ 
“NASA  wisdom says: use these parts 
very carefully, test extensively, and gather 
as much knowledge as possible.” 

Reference NASA/TM-2014-218261 

 

PROs 
 

•  Commercial availability 
•  Full assortment of functions 
•  Lots of me-too parts/pin replaceable 
•  Commercial pricing 
•  Plastic packaging 
•  No export restrictions 
 
 

 

CONs 
 

•  Uncontrolled & maximal variation  
•  Need to be up-screened ($$$!) 

 Cost of test 
 Impact to cycle time 
 Impact if screen fails 

•  No traceability/obsolescence 
•  Plastic, Cu, Tin, etc. 
•  Voiding warranty/legal implications 

“There are numerous data indicating that 
improper handling and testing of the parts 
can introduce more defects than are 
screened out.” NASA PEM-INST-001  

Presenter
Presentation Notes
As stated previously there are times when COTS/COTS+ may be the only option. Sometimes a key function or capability is only available as a COTS or cases where the number of units needed is so large that even if there is a space part available, management decides that it makes more sense to up-screen (e.g. constellations). The “PROs” of COTS/COTS+ include a wide variety of products ranging from high-performance, multi-core microprocessors to high-density memories to simple operational amplifiers and standard logic. A lot of parts can be sourced by multiple vendors in pin-compatible form-factors lending themselves to easy replacement (and offering several different options for radiation robustness since you are not stuck with one vendor that happens to have terrible rad. performance). The unit cost of COTS/COTS+, since it is based on volumes in the millions of units, are the lowest of all grades. A large fraction of consumer microelectronics are packaged in plastic packages, that are lighter and often much smaller than their ceramic equivalents. Consumer electronics usually have no export restrictions so that wherever you are building a space system, you can have access to these components. The biggest “CON” of COTS/COTS+ is that it represents an uncontrolled/monitored product which, due to the multi-fab approach, incorporates the maximum manufacturing variation of any grade. The second most important CON is the need to up-screen and the level at which the up-screen needs to be done given the first CON (e.g. maximal variation). While the unit cost of COTS is negligible, the cost to up-screen is often more than the cost of simply buying a space-grade equivalent (if it exists) – the exception to this is if a large number of units are required, then up-screening costs may be lower. The up-screening costs include buying a MUCH larger number of units than actually needed, cost of test hardware/software (or cost of third-party test house), the time for engineers to develop and perform all the tests, and finally, the risk associated with a part that fails during up-screening. Since COTS/COTS+ are not tracked or monitored in any way, it is virtually impossible to determine the pedigree of units within a population – this means that even if a population of units were successfully up-screened, the next time such units are needed, there is no guarantee that they will pass. Secondly, each up-screening campaign is a one-shot affair that must be repeated any time additional units are needed. COTS/COTS+ are usually in plastic packages that limit temperature ranges and may produce out-gassing or moisture accumulation. They may also be bonded with copper wires, which have a host of challenges for space. They may contain pure Tin and other pure metallic finishes that cause whiskering problems. Finally, since up-screening COTS/COTS+ for environments for which they were not designed voids the manufacturer warrantee, legal and insurance matters around mission failures that are the sole responsibility of the up-screener.
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Summary 
 COTS / COTS+ have been used successfully in some space missions.  
 

 Manufacturing variation is one of the biggest risks of using COTS. Screening 
alone CANNOT always reduce risk to acceptable levels.  
 

 We have demonstrated variation in TID and SEL performance large enough to 
cause mission failures given normal lot-to-lot manufacturing variation trends. 
 

 Using grades that offer single controlled baseline lots is the surest way to 
minimize manufacturing variation by eliminating lot-to-lot, fab-to-fab, and A/T site-
to-A/T site variation, GREATLY improving the efficacy of up-screening.  
 

 Growing availability of alternate intermediate-grades may be the best solution, 
balancing risk, quality, and cost for many different types of missions. 
 

 Manufacturers are responding to the growing demand for intermediate-grades. 
Volume demand at a reasonable price is needed to justify the development. 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
	OK, now it is time for the sweeping generalizations! First off COTS has been used in the aerospace environment successfully – the use of COTS/COTS+ certainly has a place in SOME space systems/missions, especially in cases where a suitable space-grade product may not be available. There is plenty of evidence where, properly vetted and engineered into space systems, COTS solutions CAN work. There are also examples of COTS causing mission failures (mostly in Cubesats where little or insufficient screening was performed). The caveat here is that in successful missions, a huge amount of screening was done as well as a lot of additional electrical and radiation testing, with the “punch-line”, of course, being that screening is not free - indeed it is quite expensive to do correctly! There is a large up-front time and capital investment to build the screening infrastructure that leads to a successful screening of COTS parts.  In other words, using COTS in space is NOT cheap, and, in fact, if a space-grade equivalent is available, it is usually much cheaper, at least if you are buying fewer than a couple hundred units. 	In some cases, particularly with COTS/COTS+, even extensive screening cannot guarantee mission success since the manufacturing variation and its impact on radiation performance may be simply too large. In such cases, in a robust program, the screening will demonstrate that the COTS item was not acceptable long enough before launch that an alternate could be purchased and screened as needed. Of course this very much depends on mission criticality and system design, but there will be some designs that are better off using intermediate-grades or space-grade parts.	We have shown examples of two different parts that could potentially fail radiation despite upscreening/sampling due to normal manufacturing variation (lot-to-lot). Since COTS/COTS+ has the additional variation introduced by multiple fabs and assembly, it will only be worse for those grades.  It is our recommendation that one factor that greatly improves the chance of mission success is the use of a grade that provides a single controlled baseline (SCB), preferably from a manufacturing/assembly flow that is QMLV-certified. SCB, by definition, eliminates lot-to-lot, fab-to-fab, assembly site-to assembly site variation and, thus, the statistical variation is significantly constrained giving any additional up-screening a much higher chance of being successful.  We have also noted that despite all the advantages of technology scaling for reducing a lot of radiation sensitivity, manufacturing variation is becoming a bigger challenge at each new technology node, so starting with a high-quality population will become more and more important – at least in systems where failing parts cannot be swapped out.	Semiconductor manufacturers are responding to the rapid growth in demand for options outside of COTS to space-grade divide. There are already several viable intermediate-grades available. As long as the volume demand is larger than that for space-grade parts, the growth of options in the intermediate-grades will open up a lot of opportunities for parts that have some of the key advantages of space-grade parts but at a lower price point.
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Permanent link to this comic: https://xkcd.com/1992/Image URL (for 
hotlinking/embedding): https://imgs.xkcd.com/comics/safetysat.png 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Translation: Thank you very much! Any questions?
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